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Ground-based testbeds are critical to develop and test different elements of spacecraft guidance, navigation, and
control subsystems. This paper provides an in-detail description of a state-of-the-art air-bearing testbed used to
develop guidance, navigation, and control methods for close-proximity operations. Test vehicles, representing
spacecraft, float via air bearings over a horizontally leveled granitemonolith andmovewith two translational degrees
of freedomand one rotational degree of freedomunder the effect of thrusters and reactionwheel actuators. This setup
achieves a quasi-frictionless and low residual acceleration dynamic environment. The testbed experimental setup as
well as the vehicle hardware and software architectures are discussed in detail. Characterization of different testbed
elements is provided. Finally, a test campaign is used to showcase its capabilities and to illustrate the testbed
operations.
Nomenclature
an = curve fit coefficient
B = continuous-time control input matrix
F = force, N
f = vector of forces applied by each thruster
Hk = measurement mapping matrix at sample time k
I = identity matrix
IRW = reaction wheel inertia, kg ⋅m2
Jzz = moment of inertia about the z axis, kg ⋅m2
Ka = attractive potential gain matrix
Kk = Kalman gain at sample time k
k = sample-time index
M = thruster to control input mapping matrix
m = mass, kg
Pk = error covariance at sample time k
Qa = attractive potential shaping matrix
Qk = process noise covariance at sample time k
qk = scalar quantity for Qk at sample time k
Rk = sensor noise covariance at sample time k
rref = circular reference trajectory radius, m
t = time, s
uk = control input vector at sample time k
x, y = position, m
xc = center of circular trajectory vector
xk = state vector at sample time k
xref = reference position vector
x̂k = state estimate at sample time k
_x, _y = velocity, m∕s
zk = measurement vector at sample time k
α = reaction wheel acceleration, rad∕s2
β = angle between floating spacecraft simulator and point
tangent to reference trajectory, rad
Γk = discrete-time input gain matrix at sample time k
ΔtDKF = discrete Kalman filter time step, s
ϵDKF = discrete Kalman filter convergence threshold
ζ = χ2 test statistic for measurement association
ϒκ = process noise covariance matrix at sample time k
θ = angle, rad
_θ = angular rate, rad∕s
σx, σy = position noise, m
σθ = attitude sensor noise, rad
σω = fiber-optic gyroscope sensor noise, rad∕s
τ = torque, N ⋅m
Φk = state transition matrix at sample time k
ϕ = angle of floating spacecraft simulator relative to center
of the reference trajectory, rad
_ψ ref = user-specified desired angular rate, rad∕s
ωk = process noise at sample time k
I. Introduction
A DVANCEMENTS in autonomous navigation systems andonboard guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) are deemed
to be essential in order to pursue the wide variety of future space
missions identified in a National Research Council’s decadal study
entitled “Voyages for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013–2022”
[1]. The 2015 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) report on technology roadmaps also identified the need for
advancements in system-level autonomy and on-orbit robotics, as
well as in autonomous rendezvous and docking, in order to support
a wide range of envisioned space missions [2]. Both studies
emphasized the need to improve, among others, the onboard
sensing and filtering capabilities; the ability to autonomously detect
and react to events or in situ disturbances; as well as the ability to
improve onboard autonomous trajectory optimization, path
planning, and replanning capabilities. The 2015 NASA report on
technology roadmaps additionally stated integration, verification,
and validation were some of the greatest challenges that future
autonomous GNC systems faced. To achieve this, Quadrelli et al.
recommended investing into “system-level demonstration systems,
such as ground-based end-to-end GNC system testbeds : : : ” in
order to ensure GNC performance requirements were being
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achieved [1]. In addition to allowing for more complex scientific
planetary missions, these advancements would also enable safer
and more capable autonomous rendezvous and proximity
operations (RPO).
Over the past decade, numerous missions have been proposed and
attempted, exploring various techniques for safely conducting RPOs:
the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory’s XSS-10 and XSS-11
missions [3,4]; NASA’s Demonstration of Autonomous Rendezvous
Technology (known as DART) mission [5]; the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency’s Orbital Express, Spacecraft for the
Universal Modification of Orbits/Front-End Robotics Enabling
Near-term Demonstration (known as SUMO/FREND), and Phoenix
missions [6–8]; the Swedish Space Corporation’s PRISMA mission
[9]; the University of Texas at Austin’s Low Earth Orbiting
Navigation Experiment for Spacecraft Testing Autonomous
Rendezvous and Docking (known as LONESTAR) Bevo-2 mission
[10]; and lastly, the Georgia Institute of Technology’s Prox-1mission
[11,12]. To ensure safe on-orbit operations, ground testing must be
performed to ensure that the resulting GNC algorithms meet a
predefined set of performance requirements. To perform this task, at
the recommendation of Quadrelli et al., it is argued that ground-based
system-level demonstration systems can provide adequate fidelity to
verify and validate GNC performance requirements [1].
Air-bearing testbeds provide a dynamically representative
environment to develop and test GNC algorithms. In these facilities,
the test vehicles that represent spacecraft (or resident space objects)
operate on top of a planar surface. Air-bearings located on the test
vehicles are used to reduce the friction of the vehicles to create a
quasi-frictionless environment. As the planar surface is horizontally
leveled, the effects of any in-plane components of gravity on the test
vehicles are minimal. The result is a quasi-frictionless and low
residual acceleration environment in a plane, thus emulating the drag-
free and weightless environment of orbital spaceflight. Additionally,
these testbeds include various hardware phenomena which are
practically impossible to replicate in a simulated environment. These
phenomena include: delays, computational constraints, actuator
response uncertainty, and sensor noise. Ground-based GNC testbeds
are a useful tool to advance the state of the art of these systems and can
be used to perform end-to-end system-level verification and
validation before the system’s operational deployment.
A. Survey of Relevant Testbeds
Although survey papers on air-bearing spacecraft simulators for
RPO exist in the literature [13,14], new facilities have emerged since
thesewere published. A summary of the characteristics of the examined
testbeds not found in the survey literature is tabulated in Table 1.
Both the University of Florida’s (UF’s) ADvanced Autonomous
MUltiple Spacecraft testbed and the Florida Institute of Technology’s
(FIT’s)OrbitalRobotic Interaction,On-orbit servicing, andNavigation
(with its Diverse Air-beaingWeightless eNvironment vehicle) testbed
are capable of full six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) motion [15–17]. In
these testbeds, planar air bearings are used by the test vehicles to
translate on top of an epoxy floor, while a spherical air-bearing
provides the rotational 3-DOF, and a complex counterbalance system
is used to provide frictionless out-of-plane motion. The Georgia
Institute of Technology’s Autonomous Spacecraft Testing of Robotic
Operations in Space (ASTROS) uses a 5-DOF platform, where the
ASTROS platform is a 2-DOF rotational air bearing atop a 3-DOF
platform that employs translation air bearings [18]. Lastly, the
University of Rome “La Sapienza” Platform Integrating Navigation
and Orbital Control Capabilities Hosting Intelligence Onboard
(PINOCCHIO) testbed is a two-translational DOF and one-rotational
DOF testbed using only a translational planar air bearing [19].
With the exception of the PINOCCHIO testbed at theUniversity of
Rome “La Sapienza”, which is still in development, all the examined
testbeds use a commercial motion capture system, such as Vicon or
PhaseSpace, in order to provide an inertial position to the spacecraft
simulator. These external position measurements are usually
augmented by an onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU) and fused
together for more accurate state estimations.
Furthermore, the use of an epoxy surface is pervasive throughout
the surveyed air-bearing testbeds. Although granite surfaces provide
unmatched surface planarity and smoothness, epoxy floors or glass
surfaces have a significantly lower procurement cost, thus making
them more common. Lastly, it is worthwhile to note that a detailed
characterization of the testbeds is typically not found in the literature,
thus hindering the comparison of the experimental results obtained
when using different testbeds. From an experimental standpoint,
having such a detailed description and characterization is important
in order to understand the system’s performance (e.g., navigation
performance) and uncertainties (e.g., actuator performance, moment
of inertia estimate, and residual accelerations) under which a GNC
algorithm has been experimentally evaluated.
B. Naval Postgraduate School POSEIDYN Testbed
In this paper, a detailed description of the Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) Proximity Operation of Spacecraft: Experimental
hardware-In-the-loop DYNamic simulator (POSEIDYN) air-bearing
testbed is provided. The POSEIDYN testbed has been developed
with the aimof providing a representative system-level platformupon
which to develop, experimentally test, and partially validate GNC
algorithms for RPO. Over the decade that the testbed has been in
operation and in constant upgrade, four different generations of
floating spacecraft simulators (FSSs) have been developed. The
evolution of these test vehicles is shown in Fig. 1. Each FSS
generation has included a unique capability. The first-generation
FSSs used a prototype capture system in order to perform rendezvous
and docking [20]. The second-generation FSSs featured vectorable
thrusters and a miniature control moment gyroscope [21,22]. The
third-generation FSSs moved away from an aluminum construction
in favor of a more lightweight, polycarbonate structure (fabricated
using additive manufacturing) and components, such as docking
interfaces. Lastly, the fourth-generation FSSs continued the use of
polycarbonate components and included a standardized interface for
use with robotic manipulator research [23].
Before the installation of the 4 × 4 m granite monolith in early
2012, the vehicles operated over an epoxy floor. An overview of the
testbed is shown in Fig. 2.
For examples of recent research efforts performed using this
testbed, the reader is encouraged to read [20,23–35].
Table 1 Summary of the relevant testbeds characteristics [15–19]
Name Location Simulator type Surface material Navigation sensors
ADAMUS UF Translational Rotational Epoxy PhaseSpace
Air-Bearing
Vicon
ASTROS Georgia Institute of Technology Translational Rotational Epoxy SICK laser sensor
Air-Bearing
IMU
ORION FIT Translational Rotational Epoxy OptiTrack
Air-Bearing
PINOCCHIO University of Rome “La Sapienza” Translational Air-Bearing Glass Onboard IMU
POSEIDYN NPS Translational Air-Bearing Granite Vicon
FOG





























































C. Contributions and Layout
In this paper, a detailed description will be given of the hardware and
software architectures of the POSEIDYN testbed, including a thorough
characterization of the system. Furthermore, a demonstration of the
capabilities of the POSEIDYN testbed for system-level development
and experimental evaluation of GNC algorithms will be reported.
The layout of the remainder of the paper is as follows. First, both
the hardware and software architectures of the POSEIDYN testbed
are described in Sec. II. Next, the operating system (OS) latencies,
sensor noises, thruster performance, physical properties, and end-to-
end residual accelerations are characterized in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, a
case study (where the FSS enters into a circular trajectory around a
fixed point and follows it at a constant angular velocity for four
revolutions) is used in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the
testbed. Lastly, concluding remarks are drawn.
II. Hardware and Software Architecture
A. Hardware Architecture
The POSEIDYN testbed is composed of three main elements: a
4 × 4 m granite monolith, multiple FSSs, and a laboratory-wide
metrology system. An overview of these elements is shown in Fig. 2.
The FSSs are custom-designed vehicles that emulate orbital
spacecraft moving in close proximity of another vehicle or object
(e.g., another FSS). In this paper, the fourth-generation FSSs will
be considered. Three flat 25-mm-diam air-bearings are used by
the FSSs to achieve quasi-frictionless motion on top of the granite
monolith. The air-bearings use compressed air to lift the FSSs
approximately 5 μm, creating an air film between the vehicle and
the granite surface that acts as a lubricant layer and eliminates
their direct contact. The compressed air, supplied at 60 psi
(4.1 bar), is delivered from an onboard tank holding 1.87 liters of
compressed air at 3000 psi (206.8 bar). With a nominal air
consumption of 0.1 l∕min at 60 psi (0.53 normalized liters per
minute) per air-bearing, the floating endurance of the FSS is
estimated to be at approximately 3.5 h. A solenoid valve controls
the flow toward the air-bearings, and an air filter prevents
contaminants and foreign materials from damaging the delicate
air-bearing porous material. A scuba-diving-type compressor is
used to refill the onboard tank.
The 15 metric ton, 4 × 4 m granite monolith is supported by three
adjustable pedestals and has a planar accuracy of0.0127 mm. This
allows the granite surface to be horizontally leveled to an accuracy of
0.01 deg. Seismic activity and other building structural activity can
distort the monolith alignment over time. Periodic checks are
performed to ensure that the granite monolith is leveled to within the
prespecified tolerance.
The combination of the reduced friction (provided by the air-
bearings) with the low residual acceleration (provided by the
horizontality and planarity of the granite monolith) allows the
POSEIDYN testbed to recreate the drag-free and weightless
environment experienced by spacecraft in close-proximity maneuver-
ing. A characterization of the residual acceleration experienced by the
FSS can be found in Sec. III. An important limitation of the testbed
consists of allowing only 3-DOF motion (two translation and one
rotational), as compared to 6-DOF motion of a spacecraft on orbit.
Furthermore, the applicability of the testbed, as a high-fidelity dynamic
simulator, is limited to short-duration close-proximity operations
because the relative orbital mechanics are not recreated. Despite these
limitations, the POSEIDYN testbed is critical to experimentally test
guidance, navigation, and control methods for proximity operations in
a realistic environment, including sensor and actuator dynamics, as
well as real-time computational constraints.
To propel the FSS over the granite monolith, the vehicles are
equipped with eight cold-gas thrusters, with two thrusters mounted
equidistant from the center of the FSS. Each thruster is composed of a
solenoid valve and a custom-made convergent–divergent nozzle [36].
Fed by the onboard tank of compressed air, the thrusters provide a
nominal thrust between 0.1 and 0.15 N of thrust (see Sec. III for
thruster characterization details). This nominal thrust fluctuates
Fig. 2 Overview of the main elements of the POSEIDYN testbed.
Fig. 1 Lineup of the first- to fourth-generation floating spacecraft simulators used on the POSEIDYN testbed.





























































considerably, as the thrust is a function of nozzle inlet pressure, which
changes depending on the number of thrusters that are being fired
simultaneously. With a nominal mass flow of about 0.3 g∕s per
thruster, the total firing time is estimated to be 20 min. Red light-
emitting diodes paired with each thruster provide a visual indication
of which thruster is firing.
Furthermore, one of the fourth-generation FSSs has a Ball
Aerospace 2.5 N ⋅m ⋅ s reaction wheel (RW) (model RW 2.5-A1)
mounted atop its structure, as illustrated in Fig. 3. This particular
FSS is used for spacecraft robotics research, and a multilink
modular robotic manipulator can be connected to it [23]. The RW
was installed to meet the increased torque requirements due to the
dynamic coupling (arising from themanipulator motion) and for the
significantly higher inertia of the combined system. An Arduino
Due microcontroller is used as an interface between the onboard
computer and the RW. This microcontroller converts the output of
the three hall sensors on the RW to a rotation rate and provides a
suitable analog signal to control the RWmotor torque. A switching
shunt regulator is used to safely dissipate the energy generated
during RW deceleration.
The onboard computational capabilities of the FSS are provided by
a commercial-off-the-shelf PC-104 form-factor onboard computer.
Based on an Intel Atom 1.6 GHz, 32-bit processor, the computer has
2 GB of RAM and an 8 GB solid-state drive. Despite the onboard
computer not being a space-qualified compute system (such as the
BAE RAD750), its computational capabilities could be regarded to
be on the same order of magnitude as state-of-the-art space-grade
computers, as illustrated inTable 2 [37–43].An expansionboardwith
20 optoisolated relays provides the required switching capability for
the thrusters and air-bearing solenoid valves.A serial interface is used
to communicate with an onboard KVH DSP-3000 fiber-optic
gyroscope (FOG), which provides angular velocity measurements at
a 100 Hz rate. On the FSS with the RW, another serial port is used to
communicate with the microcontroller interfacing with the RW. Two
95 W ⋅ h lithium–ion batteries and a battery management module
regulate the electrical power to the FSS. Under idle conditions, the
batteries can power the FSS for over 5.5 h; under maximum loading,
including the RW, the FSS can operate for just under 3.5 h, thus
making the amount of air inside the onboard tank the limiting factor
during experiments.
A Wi-Fi module provides the FSS with wireless communication
capabilities [44]. TheWi-Fi module enables the FSS to communicate
with other FSSs or other external computers, such as theVicon server
and ground station for telemetry logging and visualization purposes.
Tominimize latency, the data are transmitted from node to node using
the user datagram protocol (UDP).
A carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer base plate and four aluminum
T-slotted columns make up the core of the FSS structure. A
polycarbonate outer shell provides the attachment points for all the
FSS components. Fabricated using additive manufacturing, the outer
shell can be quickly modified to accommodate any component
changes or vehicle upgrades (e.g., this was done with the RW).
The laboratory motion-capture system is a commercial system
(Vicon) composed of 10 overhead cameras and an external computer.
This system determines the position of objects carrying passive
markers (i.e., the FSS) with submillimeter-level (static) accuracy at
rates up to 100 Hz. Once the location of the FSS is determined by the
Vicon system, an external computer streams the data to the FSS using
the Wi-Fi link.
B. Software Architecture
At the core of the FSS software architecture is a real-time (RT) OS,
which ensures the overlaying GNC software running on board
responds to sensor inputs and generates the appropriate actuator
outputs within a strict and predefined time span. To achieve the
desired real-time requirement, a Ubuntu 10.04, 32-bit server-edition
operating system has been chosen, and its Linux kernel (Version
2.6.33) has been patched with the RT-Preempt patch [45,46]. This
particular OS combination used by the FSS will be referred as RT-
Linux OS. Running atop the RT-Linux OS is the GNC software,
which can be broken up into four main subsystems: navigation,
guidance, control, and telemetry.
The navigation subsystem provides a full state estimate of the FSS
(position, orientation, and rates). Because most of the research
conducted on the POSEIDYN testbed is focused on the guidance and
control aspect, the navigation subsystem makes use of the accurate
Vicon information to provide an accurate state estimate. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, the navigation block first samples the onboard
sensors and the actuator states, and it fuses them via a discrete
Kalman filter (DKF) to produce an inertial state estimate. The inertial
state estimate is then sent to the guidance subsystem, where the
appropriate actuator commands are generated and sent to the control
subsystem. The standard control subsystem is comprised of the
steering logic and converts the desired actuator inputs to the required
low-level signals to drive the different onboard actuators. Typically,
only the guidance subsystem is user-defined function, and the
navigation and control subsystems use predefined software. However,
when research is performed on relative navigation, for example, the
navigation block can be used to provide a “ground truth” estimate to
benchmark the experimental relative navigation results [20].
Lastly, the telemetry subsystem packages the requested telemetry
and sends it to a desired ground station. In addition to the GNC
telemetry specified in the model, a publicly available system
monitoring utility is used to collect metrics for various system-level














Space-qualified processors BAE RAD750 1 1 200 12.5 400 32
Proton200k DSP 1 1 200 5 4,000 800
Proton200k Lite 1 1 66 1.5 1,200 800
Tyvak Intrepid (ARM processor) 1 1 400 0.3 440 1,466.67
Terrestrial processors ARM Cortex A15 (Tegra processor) 4 4 1,900 2.25 4,000 1,777.78
Intel Core i7-4710MQ
(generic laptop CPU)
4 8 2,500 47 40,000 851.06
Intel Atom processor
(FSS processor)
1 2 1,600 5 3,200 640
Fig. 3 Ball Aerospace 2.5 N ⋅m ⋅ s reaction wheel mounted atop one of
the FSSs.





























































metrics such as, but not limited to, processor usage, memory
consumption, and network bandwidth. In particular, the sysstat
utility was chosen [47]. It is worthwhile to note that the sampling rate
of each subsystem (navigation, guidance, and control) is user
specified, allowing for a multirate GNC formulation.
The remainder of this section will detail specifics about the GNC
software development, navigation formulation, thrustermapping and
modulation, reaction wheel control, and the development simulator.
1. GNC Software Development
To simplify the algorithm development and subsequent
implementation on the FSS, a numerical development simulator
and a FSS software template were created using a common custom
library. This library contains common software (navigation and
control subsystems), which is used in both the simulator and the FSS
autogenerated onboard software. The simulator uses simulated
sensors and actuators, and it simulates the plant (i.e., FSS) response;
whereas the FSS software template uses the interfaces to the onboard
sensors and actuators. This commonality between the simulator and
FSSonboard software allows for rapid development of the algorithms
in a simulation environment and software generation for use onboard
the FSS for testing.
The multirate GNC software running atop the RT-Linux OS is
developed using the MATLAB and Simulink R2015b environment.
Once developed, the Simulink models are autocoded into C and
compiled (using the ert_linux target language compiler [48]). To
facilitate the code generation and compilation across multiple OSs
and architectures, a Ubuntu virtual machine (VM) has been created
and the development tool chain has been preinstalled to reduce the
VM setup. This VM allows the user to easily create hard real-time
multirate GNC software.
2. Navigation Subsystem
ADKF fuses the Vicon and FOG data as well as an estimate of the
actuated force and torque (given the states of the thruster valves and
RW torque) to provide an estimate of the FSS inertial state. The FSS
DKF is conceptually broken up into an outer-loop consisting of the
prediction steps and an inner-loop composed of the correction steps
that update the outer-loop only when the filter is converged.
Furthermore, in order to retain flexibility, the DKF operates at a user-
defined time step ΔtDKF. However, dropped or corrupted sensor
measurements are inevitable due to the asynchronous sensors, user-
defined timestep, and lack of error correction inUDPcommunications.
A dynamic construction of themeasurementmappingmatrix is used to
mitigate the effect of dropped sensors measurement, and a χ2-gating
rejects corrupted out-of-bound measurements [49]. Lastly, in addition
to the standard output of a state estimate and error covariance estimate,
additional telemetry indicating the status and “health” of the filter
(e.g., initialization status, convergence status, measurement validity,
andmeasurementgating) is stored in thebit fieldof a 32bit integer. This
section will detail the construction and considerations given in the
development of the FSS DKF.
To formulate the DKF, the system is assumed to take the discrete-
time representation shown in Eq. (1). The state vector is denoted by
xk  xk; _xk; yk; _yk; θ; _θkT ; the system state transition matrix by Φk
and ωk denotes the process noise assumed to be zero mean Guassian
white noise at time step k:
xk  Φk−1xk−1  Γk−1uk−1  ϒk−1ωk−1 (1)
Γk is the discrete-time input gain matrix at sample time k; and ϒκ is
the process noise covariance matrix at sample time k.
The predicted state estimate and predicted error covariance are
given as follows:
x̂kjk−1  Φkx̂kjk−1  Γkuk−1 (2)
Pkjk−1  ΦkPkjk−1ΦTk Qk (3)
where uk−1  Fx; Fy; τT denotes the control input at the previous
time step, and the process noise covariance Qk ∈ R6×6 used in the





Δt4DKF∕4 Δt3DKF∕2 0 0 0 0
Δt3DKF∕2 Δt2DKF 0 0 0 0
0 0 Δt4DKF∕4 Δt3DKF∕2 0 0
0 0 Δt3DKF∕2 Δt2DKF 0 0
0 0 0 0 Δt4DKF∕4 Δt3DKF∕2




For simplicity, it is assumed the output of the thrusters follow a square
wave; that is, the output of the thrusters ismodeled to be fully on or fully
off with no transient response. To generalize the implementation of the
filter, a forward initialization method is used to provide an in situ initial
state estimate and initial error covariance using two complete
measurement sets [49]. Furthermore, to compensate for uncertainties
associated with thrusting (see Sec. III), the noise intensity q2k associated
with the attitude rate process noise diagonal element see Eq. (4) is
increased by a factor of 500 from a nominal value of 1 × 10−3. This is
done because the attitude rate, due to the small moment of inertia of the
FSS, is more sensitive to thrust uncertainties.
The next consideration in the construction of the FSS DKF is the
dynamic development of themeasurementmappingmatrixHk ∈ R4×6.
Nominally, the measurement mapping matrix is defined as follows:
Fig. 4 Overview of the onboard software architecture of the floating spacecraft simulators.
































































1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
3
775 (5)
The first three rows are associatedwithmeasurements from theVicon
sensor, whereas the last row is associated with measurements from the
FOG. The dynamic construction of the measurement mapping matrix
involves ensuring each measurement received from each sensor is
“valid” before it is processed. The data validity check is a two-step
process; first, the Data_Available flag from the Vicon sensor and
FOG are checked to be true. If either (or both) Data_Available
flags are false, the respective rows in the nominal measurement
mappingmatrixHk in Eq. (5) are set to a rowof zeros and the respective
bit in the DKF health telemetry item is set to “0.” It is important to note
that the Data_Available flags are an output from the implemented
sensor blocks. Measurements that pass the first data validity check are
then subjected to a χ2 measurement association check in order to protect
against corrupted measurements and filter smugness, a phenomenon
which occurs when the estimated error covariance shrinks, causing the
filter to effectively reject new measurements resulting in the diverging
state estimate unless corrected [51]. Therefore, a given measurement is
considered to be associated with the FSS to a user-defined probability
when [49]
zk −Hkx̂kjk−1THkPkjk−1HTk Rk−1zk −Hkx̂kjk−1 ≤ ζ (6)
where ζ is a χ2-random variable with one degree of freedom, and





σ2x 0 0 0
0 σ2y 0 0
0 0 σ2θ 0
0 0 0 σ2_θ
3
775 (7)
Note that, because each measurement is assumed to be independent,
there is only one degree of freedom. Additionally, the default value
chosen is 99.95%, which results in ζ99.95%  12.116. Although Eq. (6)
is written in matrical form for compactness, it can be easily expanded
into four scalar equations for easier comparison with the association
threshold. Additionally, the measurement matrix does not contain
any offdiagonal terms; the computations for each measurement are
independent, therefore eliminating costly matrix inverses. If any
measurement violates Eq. (6), that specific row in the measurement
mapping matrix is set to all zeros and the respective bit in the
DKF health telemetry item for gating is set to “1”. Additionally, in an
effort to overcome filter smugness, the diagonal term in the error
covariance estimate is artificially inflated by a user-defined scalar for
which the default value is 1.025,which is in a similar fashion to a fading-
memory Kalman filter [50,52].
Once the measurement mapping matrix is created, the state
estimate correction and error covariance correction are computed in
the traditional manner where the Kalman gain, state estimate, and
error covariance estimate are
Kk  Pkjk−1HTk HkPkjk−1HTk Rk−1 (8)
x̂kjk  x̂kjk−1 Kkzk −Hkx̂kjk−1 (9)
Pkjk  I6×6 −KkHkPkjk−1I6×6 −KkHkT  KkRkKTk (10)
Lastly, the FSS DKF is considered to be converged when the
absolute value of the change in the square of the Frobenius norm of
the measured diagonal elements of the error covariance estimate is







denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A:
kHkPkjkHTk k2F − kHk−1Pk−1jk−1HTk−1k2F ≤ ϵ2DKF (11)
Although the filter convergence condition in Eq. (11) is met, the
associated bit field in the DKF health telemetry is set to “converged.”
The filter convergence status is used in two places in the FSS GNC.
First, on test startup, the FSS air bearings and guidance subsystem are
enabled only after the DKF filter is converged. Second, the state and
error covariance estimates are only passed to the outer loop for use on
the next DKF cycle when the filter is converged.
3. Thruster Mapping and Modulation
The control subsystem of every FSS includes the thruster mapping
and thruster modulation algorithm. The purpose of thruster mapping
is to select the appropriate thruster to fire in order to realize the desired
control input consisting of forces and torques. Additionally, because
the thrusters can only take on two discrete states (on and off)while the
requested control inputs from the guidance and control algorithms are
continuous, a modulation scheme is required.
The eight FSS thrusters are assumed to be identical for the sake of
thruster mapping. The requested control input can be mapped to the
appropriate thruster from:
u  Mf (12)
where u  Fx; Fy; τT denotes the control input, f  f1; f2; ...f8T
denotes the force applied by each thruster, and M ∈ R3×8 is the
thruster to control input mapping matrix. Therefore, the force
required by each thruster to realize the control input is
f  2Mu (13)
whereM denotes theMoore–Penrose pseudoinverse ofM. Because
the mapping matrix M includes both positive and negative
assignments, the pseudoinverse results in equal scaling along both the
positive and negative directions. As a result, the factor of two in
Eq. (13) compensates for this fact in order to scale the requested force
equally across only the applicable thrusters. For instance, if a force is
requested along thex direction, thrusters 2 and 3would be selected,
with each applying half of the requested force.
After the requested control input has been appropriately assigned
to specific thrusters, a modulation scheme is required to realize the
force given the discrete nature of the thrusters. Several common pulse
modulators used to modulate spacecraft thrusters are Schmitt
triggers, pulse-width pulse-frequency modulators, derived-rate
modulators, and pulse-width modulators (PWMs) [53]. Another
method, which was initially considered by Ciarcia et al. and further








Stock Thread 0 9 20 13,462
Thread 1 9 21 294
Patched Thread 0 7 26 86
Thread 1 8 31 92
Fig. 5 Reaction wheel speed-mode controller.





























































investigated byZappulla et al.,** is the use of a sigma-deltamodulator
(ΣΔM) for spacecraft thruster modulation [30]. The ΣΔM was
experimentally compared against the PWM and found to achieve
more than two times less steady-state attitude error (3σ) and use only
slightly more thruster on time than the PWM [30]. It is worth noting
that several control subsystemswith PWMs,ΣΔMs, and aΣΔ–PWM
hybrid are implemented and available via a custom Simulink library
for developers to select. The default modulator in the Simulink
template, however, is set to the ΣΔM.
4. Reaction Wheel Controller
The reaction wheel is controlled though a simple speed-mode
controller. In such a controller, the requested torque is converted,
using the RW inertia, to a required flywheel acceleration and
integrated to obtain an ideal flywheel velocity. The measured
flywheel velocity ωMeasured is compared with the ideal velocity
Δω  ωIdeal − ωMeasured. The difference between flywheel velocities
Δω is scaled by a proportional gain in order to generate an analog
voltage that drives the RW motor torque. The flywheel velocity is
read, and the voltage is updated at a 20 Hz rate. An overview of this
RW speed-mode controller is provided in Fig. 5.
This type of controller can compensate for the RW friction, and it
controls the RW so that the correct amount of angular momentum is
transferred between the RWand the FSS. To avoid the zero-crossing
problem, the RWis spun up to about 1100 RPM (half of its maximum
rated velocity) before the experiment starts.
C. Numerical Development Simulator
The purpose of the numerical development simulator is to create an
environment that accurately represents the testbed, allowing for rapid
development of guidance algorithms as a “virtual” testbed. Except for
the interfaces from the sensors and to the control actuators, the
numerical simulator uses the same supporting code (such as
navigation filters, actuator control logic, and rate transitions) in order
to achieve this goal. This layout simplifies the transition from the
development environment to running the software onboard the FSS.
To create a representative interface to the DKF, both the Vicon and
FOG sensors are modeled using an additive white noise model. The
simulated Vicon sensor takes in the simulated truth position and
attitude of the FSS, adds a zero mean Gaussian noise with a variance
of the respective state found via sensor noise characterization, and
outputs a noisy state at a user-defined rate. Likewise, the simulated
FOG sensor takes in the truth angular rate of the FSS, adds several
noise terms, and outputs the noisy state. The zero mean Gaussian
noise sources include a rate noise density and an in-run bias stability.
The in-run bias stability is integrated, given an initial bias, before
being added with the rate noise to the true angular rate of the FSS to
create the simulated FOG sensor output. The values for the rate noise
density and in-run bias stability were obtained from the FOG sensor
noise characterization (see Sec. III) and the KVH DSP-3000 FOG
datasheet for values not found in the characterization.
III. Characterization
This section will detail the system identification a fourth-
generation FSS. This characterization includes OS latency, sensor
noise, thruster performance, mass, moment of inertia, and testbed
residual acceleration.
A. OS Latency
By applying the RT-Preempt patch to the Linux kernel, the
maximum latency theOS exhibits in response to a stimuli is bounded.
To quantify the latency characteristics of both the stock (unpatched)
Linux kernel and the RT-Preempt patched Linux kernel, the cyclic
test was run for 50million iterations [54]. The results are summarized
in Table 3 and illustrated in Fig. 6. Compared to the stock Linux
kernel, for which the maximum observed latency during the
Cyclictest was over 13 ms, the RT-Preempt patched kernel
bounded the OS latencies to within 100 μs. Furthermore, the
maximum average latency for both the stock and patched kernels was
observed to occur on thread 1. It is worthwhile to note that, although
the average latency of the patched kernel was slightly larger in value
than the stock kernel, it was of the same order ofmagnitude and,more
importantly, the maximum latency was bounded to within 100 μs.
B. Sensor Noise Characterization
1. Vicon Noise Characterization
It is assumed that the noise associated with the measurements
provided by the Vicon (x, y, and θ) are independent because only
processedmeasurements are provided. This assumption enables the
characterization of each measurement produced by the Vicon to be
performed independent of the other measurements. To characterize
the translational sensor noise, the FSS is given only a translational
velocity across the diagonal of the granite monolith. Its position
from the Vicon sensor is then recorded directly, and the resulting
Table 4 Vicon sensor noise characterization
results
Trial σx, m σy, m σθ , rad
1 0.01126 0.008889 0.03556
2 0.01179 0.01296 0.002549
3 0.001986 0.006620 0.02685





a) Stock, unpatched Linux kernel b) RT-Preempt patched Linux kernel
Fig. 6 Comparison of operating system latencies between unpatched and patched Linux kernels.
**Zappulla II, R., Virgili-Llop, J., and Romano, M., “Sigma-Delta
Modulation for Spacecraft Thruster Control,” IEEE Transactions on Control
Systems Technology, pp. 1–6 (under review).





























































time histories for x and y are independently curve fit to both a
first-order model [xt  a1t a0] and a second-order model
[xt  a2t2  a1t a0], where {a0, a1, a2} are the model
coefficients. Assuming the acceleration coefficient in the second-
order model a2 is sufficiently small, the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of the first-order error is interpreted as the noise parameter
for the Vicon x and y measurements, respectively. Furthermore, in
order to capture any effects of speed on sensor noise, the FSS was
given three different speeds across the diagonal of the granite
monolith. Lastly, the geometricmean of the three speedswas used to
compute the resulting Vicon noise parameter for the x and y
measurements. A similar method was followed to characterize the
attitude measurement θ except, instead of a translational-only
velocity, the FSS was given only a rotational velocity.
The resulting Vicon measurement noise values across each trial
and the resulting geometric means are tabulated in Table 4. As
illustrated, the Vicon sensor noise for both translational
measurements are relatively close together, whereas the sensor noise
for the attitude measurement is larger. This is expected because the
attitude measurements are derived from the position of each of the
markers located atop the FSSs, which form the basis of the Vicon
measurement frame set in the Vicon software.
2. FOG Noise Characterization
To estimate the FOG noise parameters, an Allan variance analysis
was performed following IEEE Standard 952-1997 [55]. The Allan
variance method was initially used to investigate the frequency
stability of precision oscillators in the time domain. However, this
method has been extended to aid in characterizing random noise
processes in a wide variety of devices [55,56].
To perform the static characterization of the FOG, first, over
13.75 million samples were collected at 100 Hz over 27 h from the
FOG, as illustrated in Fig. 7a. A basic analysis of the static FOGdata
yielded the mean output, the standard deviation, as well as the
quantization level. Although not relevant to the FOG noise
characterization, the quantization level is useful for creating the
simulated FOG data. It can be seen that the FOG is able to detect the
rotation of the Earth, for which the value at the location of the
testbed is 0.002490 deg ∕s.
Next, performing the Allan variance analysis yields the Allan
variance plot for the FOG illustrated in Fig. 7b. The relevant noise
parameter estimated from the Allan variance analysis is the angular
random walk (ARW). The ARW is identified on the Allan variance
plot as having a slope of −1∕2. Furthermore, the value for the ARW
is obtained by fitting a line through this segment on the plot and
reading the value at τ  1 [55]. Given that the FOG operates at
100 Hz, the equivalent white noise value using the Allan variance
method was found to be 7.083 × 10−3 deg ∕s. It is worthwhile to
note that the white noise value derived from the Allan variance
analysis is within 2.3% of the value derived from a statistical
analysis of the FOG data. Another useful noise parameter that can
be estimated via the Allanvariance analysis is the bias stability. This
parameter would appear on the plot as a segment with a zero slope.
However, due to the large averaging times required, estimating this
Table 6 Summary of relevant FSS physical
properties
Parameter Value
Mass, wet 9.882 kg 0.001 kg
Mass, dry 9.465 kg 0.001 kg
Dimensions 0.27 × 0.27 × 0.52 m
Estimated MOI 0.2527 kg ⋅m2










3  Est. Error
Fig. 8 FSS thruster characterization data with first-order fit and
estimated (Est.) 3σ bounds.
Table 5 Summary of FOG analysis
Parameter Value
Mean output 1.813 × 10−3 deg ∕s
White noise (statistical analysis) 7.247 × 10−3 deg ∕s
White noise (Allan variance) 7.083 × 10−3 deg ∕s













a) FOG data histogram b) FOG Allan variance plot
Fig. 7 FOG data histogram with mean output and 1σ indications, as well as Allan variance plot.





























































parameter via this method is infeasible. Because this value is
typically smaller than the ARW, and given the short duration of the
tests, this parameter can be neglected.
A summary of relevant FOG parameters from the two analyses are
listed in Table 5. The white noise value derived from the statistical
analysis of the static FOG data to use in the DKF was determined to
be 7.247 × 10−3 deg ∕s or, equivalently, 1.265 × 10−4 rad∕s.
C. Thruster Characterization
Characterizing the performance of the thrusters is essential across
several aspects of the FSS testbed. This includes accurate modeling in
the numerical simulator, control input in the DKF, guidance parameter
tuning, and moment of inertia (MOI) estimation. A single thruster was
characterized in [36]; here, we present a characterization of the thruster
performancewhen integrated into the FSS. Given the architecture of the
system, the force generated by the thruster is highly influenced by the
pressure regulator setting and the number of values open at the same
time. In an effort to characterize the nominal performance of the
thrusters, two thrusters on the same face are fired for several seconds and
the maximum force generated by the thrusters is measured by a scale
with a resolution of 9.81 mN. Additionally, it is assumed that the
measured force has equal contributions from the two thrusters. Before
firing the thrusters, the value reported by the pressure regulator, with a
1 psi resolution, is recorded such that a pressure versus thruster force
mapping can be made. This process is repeated across a range of
operating pressures and several times to ensure repeatability. The results
are illustrated inFig. 8.As illustrated, several regulator pressures tookon
similar thrust values due to the resolution of both the scale and pressure
regulator.
Because no other data, such as temperature, are available, a linear
fit is made between the regulator pressure and thrust generated. This
linear model can then be used in the MOI estimation, as well as
adjusting the thrust parameter for the DKF and simulator. It is
important to note that the GNC software does not receive pressure
information from the regulator, which precludes the use of the linear
model onboard for estimating thrust.
D. Mass and Moment of Inertia
Estimating the physical properties (mass and MOI) is critical
to not only understanding the system dynamics but also to
creating the numerical simulator and developing and tuning the
guidance algorithms. The system masses of a FSS are tabulated
in Table 6.
To estimate the FSS MOI, a torque was first applied to the
stationary vehicle in the−θ direction by the thrusters, followed by a
coast period; lastly, an opposite torque was applied in the θ
direction by the thrusters to spin the vehicle down. It is worthwhile
to note that the value indicated by the thruster pressure regulator was
recorded before the test in order to use the linear model to estimate
both the thrust output and torque of each thruster. The resulting
attitude time history was recorded directly from the Vicon sensor.
Next, the portions of the attitude time history under thrusting were
fit to the second-order model θt  a2t2  a1t a0, where
a2  1∕2τ∕Jzz, from which the MOI (Jzz) is estimated given the
estimated torque τ. This test was performed five times in order to
gather 10 attitude time histories under thrust, refueling the FSS each
time prior to running the test. The resulting MOI estimate is
tabulated in Table 6.
E. Residual Acceleration
From an experimental standpoint, it is important to develop a
bounded estimate of the residual accelerations acting on the FSS
during a test campaign. In addition to any component of gravity in
the plane of motion and residual friction, these unmodeled
accelerations are also due to lateral air-bearing leakage due to the air
bearing not exactly being parallel to the testbed surface and the
Table 7 Case study test parameters
Guidance parameters Values Navigation parameters Values Control parameters Values
Sample time 0.10 s Sample time 0.02 s Sample time 0.01 s
(xc, yc) (2, 2) m q
2
k 0.001 ΣΔM sample time 0.10 s
rref 0.5 m σx 0.0064123 m Thruster force 0.115 N
_ψ ref 3 deg ∕s σy 0.0091363 m Minimum firing time 0.06 s
Number of revolutions 4 σθ 0.013451 rad Minimum impulse bit 0.0115 N ⋅ s
Qa diag(0.05,0.05,0.05) σ _θ 0.00012649 rad∕s — — — —
Ka diag(1,1,0.1) ζ 12.116 — — — —
— — — — ϵ2DKF 5 × 10















Fig. 10 Overhead viewof the FSSpathwith four equally spaced attitude
snapshots in time across the tangential intercept guidance segment and a














Fig. 9 Average residual acceleration at nine locations on the granite
monolith.





























































airflow coming out of the air bearing being not exactly symmetric
[13]. In an attempt to quantify these residual accelerations, a FSS
was positioned at the nine locations illustrated in Fig. 9 on the
granite monolith via an onboard Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
controller. Upon arriving at a predefined grid point, the air pads


















































































































Fig. 11 Position and velocity of the FSS during the entire maneuver.





























































before opening again for 30 s to perform the test at the location.
The resulting acceleration imposed on the FSS during the 30 s
interval was then derived from onboard state estimate information.
The average (scaled) accelerations at each location over four tests
is illustrated in Fig. 9. The overall average translational and
rotational residual accelerations over the nine locations was found
to be 1.871 × 10−4 m∕s2 (19.1 μG) and 7.56 × 10−2 deg ∕s2,
respectively.
IV. Circumnavigation Case Study
A. Overview
To demonstrate the capabilities of the POSEIDYN testbed, an
exemplary case study is performed where the FSS enters into and
maintains a circular path with a 0.50 m radius and a tangential
velocity for four revolutions, at a constant angular velocity of
3 deg ∕s about the center, using an artificial potential function
(APF)-based guidance law to control the FSS [28,57,58].
B. Guidance and Control Development
Assuming the FSS will start outside of the desired circular
reference path at some point and attitude x  x; y; θT , the guidance
will initially target a point that is tangential to the current position of
the FSS and the circular reference trajectory:
pf  rref





wherepref  xc; ycT is the center of the reference trajectory, rref is the
radius of the circular reference trajectory, β  sin−1rref∕D is the
angle between theFSSand apoint tangent to the reference trajectory,D
is the distance from theFSS to the center of the reference trajectory, and
ϕ  tan–1yc–y∕xc − x is the angle of the FSS relative to the
center of the reference trajectory in the inertial frame. During this
segment, only the referenceposition is passed to theAPF-based control
law. Furthermore, the FSS is commanded to point thex face toward
the tangent intercept point. It is worthwhile to note that attitude control
is performed via thruster actuation.
Once the FSS is within a user-defined distance to the circular
reference trajectory, the guidance targets the circular reference


























c) Torque (thruster actuation only)
b) Fy
Fig. 13 Commanded and actuated control inputs (in the inertial frame) throughout the circumnavigation maneuver.
Table 8 Summary of the circumnavigation time, position, speed, and
attitude errors
Revolution
1 2 3 4 Overall
Revolution time, s 120.00 120.00 120.00 119.91 119.98
Mean position error, mm 9.18 6.56 6.64 6.64 7.25
Mean speed error, mm∕s 1.18 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.04
Mean attitude error, deg 35.07 26.64 27.62 27.01 29.08
Mean attitude rate error,
deg ∕s
0.52 0.34 0.35 0.30 0.38





























































the reference trajectory in the inertial x direction at this point in time.
Subsequent reference positions and velocities are determined by
propagating the initial reference angle at the user-specified rate _ψ ref :






















































































e) Attitude covariance f) Attitude rate covariance
b)   x covarianceυ
d)   y covarianceυ
Fig. 14 Covariance time histories throughout the circumnavigation maneuver.



































































During the circumnavigation portion of the maneuver, thex face







An APF control law is used to generate the desired commands to
follow the reference trajectory and reference attitude. To generate the
commands, a potential field is setup using only one quadratic attractive





where Ka ∈ R3×3 is a small, symmetric, positive gain matrix; and
Qa ∈ R3×3 is the symmetric, attractive potential shaping matrix. It is
worthwhile to note that, if additional obstacles or keepout zones were
present, repulsive potentials (i.e., a source) could be placed at these
locations to ensure obstacle avoidance and keepout zone enforcement.
The resulting control law is given as the gradient of the attractive
potential (and repulsive potential, if used):
u  −B−1KaQax–xref   _x– _xref (19)
where B ∈ R3×3 is the lower half of the continuous-time input gain
matrix.
C. Case Study Setup
A list of the relevant test parameters is reported in Table 7. It is
worthwhile to note that, before running the test on the POSEIDYN
testbed, the typical development workflow included preliminary
testing using the development numerical simulator to tune and debug
the guidance algorithm.
D. Case Study Results and Discussion
As illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11, the FSS starts in the lower right-
hand corner of the granite monolith. At the start of the test, the
guidance subsystem targets a point tangent to the circular reference
trajectory. It can be seen during the tangent point targeting segment
that the FSS attitude only achieves a near-zero attitude error as it nears
the reference trajectory transition (marked by an asterisk “	” in
Fig. 10) due to a small attractive potential weighting on the attitude
error. Once the FSS gets sufficiently close to the circular reference
trajectory, the reference trajectory switches and the FSS is seen to
track the desired circular trajectory fairly well. As illustrated in
Fig. 12, the maximum distance from the circular reference trajectory
was less than approximately 0.04 m. The maximum difference
between the FSS speed and the reference speed was no larger than
approximately 0.003 m∕s, except for a brief period of time when the
FSS was establishing on the reference trajectory. Furthermore, a
relatively constant attitude error throughout the circumnavigation can
be seen in Figs. 10 and 12c. This is attributed to the small attractive
potential weighting on the attitude error used in the case study. The
time, position, speed, and attitude errors across each revolution and
the entiremaneuver are summarized in Table 8. Lastly, as anticipated,
frequent actuated control inputs occur throughout the maneuver to
maintain the circular reference trajectory, as illustrated in Fig. 13.
To gauge the performance of the FSS DKF, both the navigation
health telemetry and the estimated error covariances must be
examined. The estimated error covariances throughout the duration
of the maneuver are illustrated in Fig. 14 and summarized in Table 9.
As a result of the frequent thruster firings required to track the desired
trajectory, as illustrated in Fig. 13, this case study tests the
performance of theDKF. Specifically, theDKF is givenminimal time
to filter the noise introduced by the thruster firings. Additionally, the
effects of increased process noise on the attitude rate covariance are
illustrated in Fig. 15. Recall that, whenever a thruster is actuated, the
navigation filter automatically inflates the process noise to account
for uncertainties in the thruster model. Despite the process noise
associatedwith the attitude rate state being inflated by a factor of 500,
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Fig. 15 Detailed illustration of the attitude rate covariance recovery.
Table 9 Mean estimated error standard
deviation over the circumnavigation maneuver
Revolution
1 2 3 4 Overall
x, mm 2.26 2.63 2.64 2.65 2.63
vx, mm∕s 4.19 4.20 4.21 4.21 4.21
y, mm 3.39 3.41 3.43 3.44 3.42
vy, mm∕s 4.58 4.59 4.60 4.60 4.59
θ, deg 0.037 0.038 0.036 0.036 0.037
ω, deg ∕s 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.014 0.015





























































the attitude rate covariance is able to recover quickly (within one to
two DKF cycles) due to the small sensor noise associated with the
FOG. Lastly, the small, periodic increases in the attitude rate
covariance in between thruster firings were due to unavailable FOG
sensor data, as indicated by the DKF health telemetry.
V. Conclusions
A detailed description of the Naval Postgraduate School’s
POSEIDYN testbed is provided. The quasi-frictionless and low
residual acceleration dynamic behavior of the test vehicles operating
on the POSEIDYN testbed are limited to two translational degrees of
freedom and one rotational degree-of-freedom motion. Additionally,
multiple vehicles can be operated simultaneously on the POSEIDYN
testbed. This capability can be used to conduct research on coordinated
control of spacecraft teams. The onboard actuators, composed of eight
thrusters and/or a reaction wheel, are equivalent to the actuators found
in orbital spacecraft and further enhance the dynamic equivalence.
With an available simulator and extensive software development tools,
guidance and control algorithms for real-time execution on board the
test vehicles can be quickly and easily developed. Used as a last stage
of on-the-ground validation before onorbit deployment, or simply as a
more realistic development environment for novel guidance and
control approaches, this state-of-the-art dynamic hardware-in-the-loop
testbed will continue to be fruitful for the advancement of spacecraft
proximity operations research.
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